
AT Loan Use

Percentage 
of loans

Dollar value 
of loans

Hearing  41.7% $1,371,789 

Vehicle modification 
and transportation 27.3% $4,324,942

Computers and related 11.6% $62,725

Mobility, seating, 
and positioning  6.7% $238,871

Environmental adaptations 4.4% $248,369

Vision 4.3% $44,184

Daily living 2% $61,144

Recreation, sports, and leisure 0.9% $55,865

Speech communication 0.6% $1,894

Learning, cognition, 
and developmental 0.3% $16,000 

Total number/dollar amount 
of devices financed          860 $6,425,783
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TABLE 2: TYPE AND AMOUNT OF AT LOANS DISBURSED BY ATAP ALTERNATIVE 
FINANCING PROGRAMS IN 201647

C. Loan Use

AT comes in all shapes, sizes, costs, and functionalities. In 2016, the Center for Assistive 
Technology Act Data Assistance found that 56 state and territory ATAP alternative financing 
programs disbursed 860 loans, about 42 percent of which were for hearing devices (Medicare 
doesn’t cover hearing aids), and more than a quarter of the loans were for vehicle modifications. 
The next most common use was for computers and computer related equipment.46 
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AT is meant to help individuals succeed in employment, education, and in their personal lives 
and community, but it can be difficult to define what AT is and is not.  For example, Northwest 
Access Fund’s policies and procedures stipulate that dentures count as AT if “the individual’s 
dental condition (lack of teeth) is such that it substantially limits the major life activity of eating 
or is a basis for discrimination in employment, education, credit or other important arenas.” And, 
service animals may qualify as an AT service if they help an individual with the use of an AT device.  
In your policies and procedures, it is important to define what borrowers can and cannot use the 
loans for. To make decisions around loan use, we recommend consulting your target population 
(through a focus group, interviews, or surveys) to assess what permitted uses will meet their 
needs. Also keep in mind that, within your policies 
and procedures, it is okay to list areas that will be 
reviewed on a case-by-case basis. 

Other considerations include:

Can the loan be used to purchase used AT?

Will medical procedures count as an AT 
related service?

Can the loan be used to pay off high-cost 
debt related to the purchase of AT? 

Can the loan be used to repair AT?

Will you require borrowers to insure the AT? 
If so, what types or what amount of loan 
would stipulate purchasing insurance?

How will you ensure that borrowers purchase 
quality AT that best meets their needs?

SCAM ALERT: 

Staff from the Center for Financial 
Independence and Innovation (CFII) were 
skeptical when loan applicants sought to 
purchase a $15,000 device that claimed 
to cure blindness. Since the applicants 
had never tested out the device, 
CFII arranged a demonstration. Loan 
applicants got the chance to try this new 
device, and by the end of the demo, they 
left feeling motion sickness and deterred 
from making the purchase. A CFII staff 
member reflected, “with AT loans 
specifically, we want to ensure people go 
in [to the loan process] educated.” They 
now encourage loan applicants to demo 
AT before a purchase whenever possible.  
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